ACROSS
1. Investigation after prisoner's beating (8)
5. Dogs head off to get items of property (6)
9. Sewed Ted's pants without desire (8)
10. British villain's Irish accent (6)
12. Permission to go (5)
13. Tire parent out, leaving a shed light on (9)
14. Real ale with a third off after gesture by university (6)
16. Soldiers eating together get old piece of information (7)
19. Scout fixed this writer's outfit (7)
21. Regret pinching key to get free (6)
23. Embracing fashionable Conservative lord in middle of night (9)
25. Exemplary doctor was first to return (5)
26. Editor with set of books missing cover? It's OK to scoff (6)
27. Weather factors (8)
28. Restricted by the old method of adding colour to textiles (3-3)
29. In favour of religious school of opinion holding priest's view (8)

DOWN
1. Steep arch around ends of this ancient cathedral (6)
2. Drunk causes inn problems (9)
3. Relative's dirty article removed (5)
4. Foreign place is peculiar (7)
6. Shocks gentleman with awards, we hear? (9)
7. Composer left in anger, upset (5)
8. Cute exercises by a climber (5,3)
11. Check in airports temporarily (4)
15. Lulu uneasy about losing energy, strangely (9)
17. A small cake? Bound to get plenty (9)
18. Unfortunate incident I had, consumed by stress (8)
20. Live with no son in retirement (4)
21. Soldier's gun almost left in lift (7)
22. Shut lid on television cabinet (6)
24. The man's captivated by church bell sound (5)
25. Acts dumb (5)